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Checking BPW Airbag Pressure Tightness

Background
All airbags - even new ones - can leak small amounts of air through the rubber bellow - this minor leakage is known as
uncritical air diffusion or technical diffusion

The rubber used in an airbag bellow is made up of four different layers: -

1. An inner liner - which performs the sealing function.
2. Fabric layers (piles) - to keep the shape constant and carry the load forces.
3. A rubber matrix - To join the reinforcement material and separate the layers of fabric piles.
4. An outer liner - to protect the airbag from friction (mechanical) and chemical (environmental) factors. 
The wall thickness of an airbag is typically 4 mm to 5 mm thick and is designed to achieve an optimum coverage of sev-
eral and partially competing performance aspects - mechanical endurance of rubber material and rubber/fabric adhesion,
temperature resistance, bellow rolling flexibility in low pressure conditions, air tightness etc.
Due to the natural gas permeability of elastomers (the rubber components), air is known to diffuse through the walls of an
air spring bellow - even when new. And the higher the internal pressure the higher the rate of diffusion.
Technical diffusion is not related to production or material faults - it is product typical and does not indicate a technical
leakage. 
The correct test procedure is as follows: -
1. Inflate the airbag to 3.5 bar (50 psi) and allow to stand for 12 hours.
2. The pressure should not drop below 3 bar (43 psi) in that time.
3. If the pressure drops below the low point the airbag needs to be replaced.
The foam leakage test is not applicable for rubber products like air springs (airbags). Small non-critical foam formation on
the bellows might occur sporadically and do not indicate a technical leakage. 
The airbags supplied by BPW Transpec for use in Australia have a special rubber compound with higher UV resistance
for longer service life.

For more information consult the latest BPW Operator’s Manual - available on request.
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Background
Due to industry demand to lower tare weight and the increasing prevalence of 
P.B.S. Vehicles BPW Transpec is proud to introduce both lightweight brake 
drums and lightweight alloy hubs for the BPW axles.

Lightweight Brake Drums - the new standard
Modern casting and machining processes have enabled BPW to shave 
approximately 7 kilogram's off the weight of the BPW  420 x 180mm brake drum 
without any loss of friction area or service life. Already available in the 10 stud 
335mm PCD size the drum is now also available in the 10 stud 285mm PCD 
size and is fully compatible with all existing BPW drum braked axles.

Part Number - 03.109.67.87.0

These lightweight brake drums will now become standard fitment for all BPW 
drum braked axles in 10 stud 285mm PCD.

Optional Lightweight Alloy Hubs
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From beginning 2019 onwards BPW Transpec is re-introducing alloy hubs for both 
the disc brake and drum brake BPW ECO Plus 3 axles in 10 stud 285 PCD axles 

Saving 10 kilograms per unit - these hubs, when used in conjunction with the 
lightweight brake drums offer savings of around 35 kilograms per assembled axle, 
with no loss of the legendary BPW reliability.  

Part Numbers: - 
03.272.47.46.0 (for disc brake - hub only) 
03.272.47.47.0 (for drum brake - hub only) 
03.088.35.14.0 (new brake disc - replaces current 03.088.35.06.0) 
03.296.23.38.0 (new wheel stud for alloy hub - longer to allow for thicker flange) 
02.6010.39.60 ( new splined pin for new wheel stud) 
03.212.29.13.0 (new lightweight hubcap for alloy hub - logo ‘LIGHT’) 
Please note that the use of the alloy hub increases the axle track by 20mm due to a 
wider flange on the alloy hub. 

Complete ECO Plus 3 hubs can also be retrofitted to existing ECO Plus axles. 

Please note - LIGHT - designation on hubcap - 350 Nm torque for hubcap. 

Contact your local BPW Transpec agent for further information and pricing. 




